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About the Book 
 

Morgan Ravn arrives in Denmark seeking clues about her mysterious heritage. What she finds is 

a flirtatious stranger who regales her with a story about a jewel thief from 1958 and then 

abandons her with a large unruly dog.  

Can Morgan locate the irresponsible pet owner before his monstrous canine drags her through 

every puddle in Copenhagen and sheds all over her last dress? And why are strangers dogging 

her every step, snapping photos? Is the shutter happy behavior a bizarre Danish custom or 

something more sinister?  
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TITLE: Copenhagen Cozenage  

Discussion:  

Question 1: What drives Morgan to hop on the plane and go to Denmark? Would you do the 

same if a mysterious plane ticket arrived in your mail box? 

Answer 1: The need to discover her past, where she came from and what her biological family 

had been like. 

Question 2: What about Morgan's history leaves her feeling hollow and lost? Have you ever had 

a burning question that drove you to do or try something you never had before? 

Answer 2: The fact that she never knew her parents or even where she came from. 

Question 3: Who is Morgan's uninvited guest in the Taxi? Have you ever tried to travel to an 

inconvenient location with a pet? 

Answer 3: Leroy the 150lb Newfoundland. 

Question 4: What are the four bodies of water that Leroy forces Morgan to investigate? Have you 

ever been taken on an adventure against your will by a pet? 

Answer 4: The moat at Rosenborg Castle, the fountain outside the Nimb Hotel and Restaurant, 

Dragon Boat Lake, and the Pirate Ship lake at Tivoli Gardens. 

Question 5: What place of worship does Leroy invade? Have you ever gone somewhere to 

worship and had the day fall to pieces all around you? 

Answer 5: The Marble Church. 

Question 6: Why is Morgan especially horrified by the dog hair and slobber that accompanies 

Leroy? What is the worst time or place to be slobbered on by a large animal? 

Answer 6: She hasn't dressed up fancy since Jr. High School. 

Question 7: What do you think was Leroy's favorite eating establishment in Tivoli Gardens? 

What is the most unique place you have every eaten a meal? 

Answer 7: The Pirate Ship Restaurant in Tivoli Gardens. You can eat and take a swim. 

Question 8: What finally drives August to tell Morgan the Truth? Have you every tried to keep a 

problamatic secret? 

Answer 8: Morgan is hurt by one of his bosses employees. 



Question 9: Where is Morgan when she reaches the end of herself? Has God ever come to you 

more clearly at a particularly dark time in your life? 

Answer 9 Locked in the sugar cellar. 

Question 10: How did God come through for Morgan when she needed Him most? Has God ever 

aswered your pleas in a way that you didn't expect? 

Answer 10: He brought to mind key Bible verses and sent someone to save her and pray over her 

and defend her. 
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